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Abstract.
We study the growth of finitely generated algebras by means of the
Ufnarovskij graph. We improve a result of Bergman about the jumps of the
growth function and give a characterization of algebras with GKdim = 1 in
terms of the Ufnarovskij graph. For monomial algebras the behavior of the
growth functions is studied in more detail.

INTRODUCTION

Let A be an associative algebra over a field K generated by a finite set X.
Let V be the A-subspace spanned by X. We define a function d£ as

dAx(n)
= dimfr V')
for n > 0, where V is the subspace of A spanned by all the products of
i elements of V, in particular, V° = K. The asymptotic behavior of the
sequence {d£(n)} is expressed by the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of A , which

is defined by

GKdim A = lim sup ^M
n-^oc

\Ogn

.

This number does not depend on the set X of generators of A .
Recall that A is said to have polynomial growth (resp. exponential growth)
if there exists a polynomial / such that dy(n) < f(n) (resp. there exists a real
number e > 1 such that dv(n) > e") for all sufficiently large n .
A finitely generated algebra A = K(xx, x2, ... , xf)/J
is called a monomial algebra if the ideal J is generated by a set of monomials in the x,'s.
Ufnarovskij [9] associated a graph G(A) with a finitely presented monomial
algebra A and gave a criterion for determining the growth rate of A in terms

of the graph G(A).
In this paper we investigate the growth of finitely generated (but not necessarily finitely presented) algebras by means of the Ufnarovskij graph. First we
improve a result of Bergman [2] (cf. [6]) concerning the jumps a„ = dv(n) d\i(n - 1) as follows: If an < n for some n > 1 , then an+n < \\(n + l)2] for
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any h > 0 (Theorem 1). The proof we give is very combinatorial. Next we give
a characterization of finitely generated algebras with GKdim = 1 in terms of
the Ufnarovskij graph (Corollary 2 to Theorem 1). We study the behavior of the
sequence {an} in detail by exhibiting several examples. When A is a monomial algebra of GKdim = 1, we can make the sequence {an} monotonous by
dividing A by some nilpotent ideal (Theorem 2).
Small, Stafford, and Warfield [8] showed that finitely generated algebras with
GKdim = 1 are PI. Their results together with the results in this paper show
that the algebras of CA-dimension one form a very special class of algebras.

1. Preliminaries
Let A be a field, X = {x\, x2, ... , xd} a set of indeterminates, and X*
denote the free monoid over X. An element x of X* is called a word on X
and |x| denotes the length of x . Let < be a total order on X. The order <
is extended to a total order (first length, next lexicographic) on X* denoted by
the same symbol < as follows:
Let x, y be in X*. First, if |x| < |j;|, then x < y . Next suppose |x| = |>>|
and x = Xix', y = yxy' with xx, yx £ X and x', y' £ X*. Then if xi < yx
or both xx = yx and x' < y', then x < y .
Let K(X) = KX* be the free algebra generated by X over K, and let
7 be an ideal of K(X). Set A = K(X)/I, and let xp denote the canonical
homomorphism of K(X) onto A . Let M = MA be the set of words v £ X*
such that ip(v) cannot be a A-linear combination of monomials ip(y) in A
with y £ X* such that y <v . The following lemma is basic.
Lemma 1 [1, 3]. The mapping xp is injective on M, and xp(M) forms a K-

linear base of A .
We set M„ = MA = MAnX" and define a„=aA
the cardinal number of a set.

= \Mn\, where | • | denotes

Corollary 1. We have d%(n) = zZ"=oa' ■
We define the monomial algebra A associated with A (more precisely, associated with X, I, and <) by

A = K(X)/(X*-M),
where (X* - M) denotes the ideal of K(X) generated by X* - M. Moreover,
we define the monomial algebra of level n associated with A by

A„ = K(X)l(X^n-M),
where X^n = U,<„ Xi.
Corollary 2. We have
aA = aA and

d$(n) = d$(n)

for n > 0 and
<+h<<\h

and

dA+h<dAlh

for « > 0 and h>0.
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For n > 1, we consider a labeled directed graph G„(A) defined as follows
(cf. [9]). The set of vertices of G„(A) is Mn-x; for u,v£ Mn-x, there is an
edge u -^ v with label a £ X if ua £ Mn and ua = bv for some b £ X. We

call Gn(A) the graph of A of level n.
In a graph a cycle (a closed path) is called simple if it is not a union of
two different cycles. Two cycles are overlapped if they have some vertices in
common. A set {Cx, ... , Ck} of cycles is called cycles in a line if no two of C,
are overlapped and there is a path from C, to C,+j for every i = 1, ... , k-1.
Lemma 2 (Govorov [5], Ufnarovskij [9]). The algebra An has either an exponential growth or a polynomial growth. More precisely
(1) If Gn(A) has overlapping simple cycles, then An has an exponential
growth.
(2) If Gn(A) has no overlapping simple cycles and the maximal number of
cycles in a line is r, then An has a polynomial growth and GKdim A„ = r.

Corollary. If G„(A) has no overlapping simple cycles and the maximal number of cycles in a line is r for some n, then A has a polynomial growth and

GKdimA<r.
Proof. The results follow from Lemma 2, because GKdim A < GKdim An .

2. Exact bound
Bergman [2] proved that if an < n for some n > 0, then a„+h < n3 for all

h > 1. In this section we improve this result by using the Ufnarovskij graph.
Let A be as in §1 and G = Gn+x(A) be the graph of A of level n + 1. By
the word of a path

v: v0 ^

vx ^> ■■■ -A vk in

Gn+l(A),

we mean

the word

axa2---ak.

Lemma 3. For two paths v: v0 ^ vx ^ ■• • ^ v„ and w: w0 -^ wx -^-*
in G„+x(A), v„ = w„ holds if and only if their words coincide.
Proof. Clear from the definition of the graph C„+i(^).

wn

Theorem 1. Let A be a finitely generated algebra over K as above. If an =
\Mn\ < n for some n > 1, then
{\n(n

+ 2)

\(n + l)2

ifn is even,

ifn is odd

for any h > 0.
Proof. The number of vertices of the graph G = Gn+x(A) is an and does not
exceed n by hypothesis. First we claim that
(a) G has no overlapping simple cycles.
On the contrary assume that G has overlapping simple cycles Cx and C2 .
Suppose C, contains m, vertices (/ = 1,2) and
Ci: vx -> v2 ->->

vmi -> vx,

C2: wx —►
w2 —*■■■—*wmi -> wx.
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We may suppose vx = wx and vmi ^ wm2 by renumbering the vertices of Cx
and C2 if necessary. Let k (resp. /) be the maximal number such that vk
(resp. wi) is in Cx n C2 . Then wi = vm for some m < k . Consider another
cycle:
C2: vx -*v2 ->->

(vm =wt)

-^wi+l

-*->wm2

-►(wx =Vi).

Then Ci and C2 are overlapping simple cycles, Cxn C£ consists of ra vertices
Ui, ... , vm , and the paths in Ci and C2 from Vx to wm coincide. So we can
suppose these conditions for the original Cx and C2. Since \G\ < n , we have
(2.1)

mx + m2- m < n.

By Lemma 3 the words of the paths to vx through Cx and C2 of length n
coincide. Since the paths from vx to «m belonging to Cj and C2 are common,
the words of the paths to vm through Ci and C2 of length n + m-1 coincide.
Let Uj be the word of C, (ending with vm), that is, the words of the paths
to vm through C, of length ra, (/= 1, 2). Then, the words (ux)p and (u2)p
have a common suffix of length n + m-1 for a sufficiently large p . By (2.1)
we see that
\ux\ + \u2\ - 1 < n + m- 1.
Now by a well-known theorem (Lothaire [7, Proposition 1.3.5]), we find that
ux and «2 are powers of a common word. By Lemma 3, the cycles Ci and C2
must coincide, but this is a contradiction.
We say that two subgraphs in a directed graph are connected if they are
connected by a path in the undirected graph obtained from the original graph
by forgetting the direction of edges. Our next objective is to prove that
(b) G does not have two cycles which are connected.
On the contrary suppose G has two (simple) cycles Ci and C2 which are
connected by an undirected path, and let / be the length of the connecting path.
Since Ci and C2 do not overlap, we see / > 0. Here we need the following
lemma.
Lemma 4. If vertices vx and v2 in G are connected by an undirected path of
length I > 0, then vx and v2 (considered to be words) have a common subword

of length > n - I.
Proof. We proceed by induction on /. If / = 0, then vx = v2 and the assertion
is trivial. Suppose / > 0, and vx = Wo-Wx-wt
= v2 is an undirected path
of length /. By the induction hypothesis Wx and v2 have a common subword
u of length n - I + 1 . If there is an edge vx —»wx, then the suffix of Vx of
length n - 1 is equal to the prefix of Wx of length n-1. Thus vx contains at
least a prefix of u of length n -1; hence, vx and v2 have a common subword
of length n - I. Similarly, if there is an edge wx -* vx, we can get the same
conclusion.

Now, by Lemma 4 there exist vertices vx in Ci and v2
a common subword u of length > n - I. Then there exist
and w2 in C2 such that the words of paths to ^i in Ci
of length \u\ are equal to u. Let m, = |C,|. Then by the
theorem, we have

(2.2)

mx + m2 + l - 1 < n.
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Let Uj be the word of C, ending with tu, (i = 1,2). Then, for sufficiently
large p, (ux)p and (u2)p have the common suffix u of length >n-l.
By
(2.2) we get
(2.3)

|Mi|+ |w2|-1 <«-/•

Therefore, ux and u2 are powers of a common word, and consequently Cx
and C2 must coincide. This contradiction proves our claim (b).
Next we claim that for any vertices vx and v2 in G there do not exist
two different paths from vx to v2 of the same length I < n. In fact, if

Vx= wo ^ Wx^ ■■■^ Wj = v2 and vx = w'0 -+ w[ -4 • • • -A w\ = v2 are paths
from vx to v2 of length I < n , then by Lemma 3, a, = bj for /= 1,...,/.
Thus the paths must coincide.
Let C be a simple cycle in G and v be a vertex outside C . By a path from
C to v we mean a path tu0 -> wx -►••■-» wp — v such that wo £ C and
Wj $ C for / > 1. We claim that
(c) There are not two different paths from C to v, and there are not two
different paths from v to C either.
Let
C: ux ^ u2 ^ ■■■^ um ^ ux.
Suppose that
b\

bi

bp

C?

Co

Ux = Wo -* Wx -A-=♦

Wp = V

and
/

Ci

/

Wj.= ti^, -!» wj -4-+

/

UJ^= v

are different paths from C to v, where tu,, tu- ^ -C for / = 1 > 1. If
p = q + k - 1, then there are two paths from Ux to v of the same length
< n , contradicting

the above claim. \fq<p<q

+ k— 1, then

ubx ■■■bp and

uaq+k-p ■■■ap-q+xCx---cqare the words of paths to ti of length < n , where u
(resp. it) is the word of C ending with u\ (resp. uq+k-p). By Lemma 3 they
coincide and so u = u. This is impossible, because C is simple. In the other
cases we can similarly show the impossibility. This proves the first assertion.
To see the second assertion, consider the dual graph G of G defined as follows:
The set of vertices is the same as G. There is an edge u -^ v with label a £ X
in G if au £ Mn+l and au = vb for ftel.
Then u —►
v in G if and only

if v —>u in G. Since any graph theoretical property satisfied on G is also
satisfied on G, the second assertion follows from the first.
Finally, we claim that
(d) For any vertices u and v in G there do not exist two different paths
from u to v of the same length /.
When / < n , we already proved the result. If / > n , a path of length / must
intersect with some cycle C. If u and v are in C, there is only one path
because G has no overlapping cycles. If u or v is not in C, the assertion
follows from the claim (c).

Now we are ready to complete the proof. Note that aAn+his the number of
paths in G of length h and an+n < aA"+h. We shall prove that in an (abstract)
graph G with n vertices satisfying (a)-(d), the number of paths of length h
is bounded by \n(n + 2) if n is even and by \(n + I)2 if n is odd. We
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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prove this by induction on n . We may suppose that G is connected. Since the
assertion is trivial when n = 1, let n > 0. A vertex with no edge coming in
(resp. going out) is called a source (resp. a sink). If G has no source nor sink,
then G is a cycle itself. Then the number of paths of length h is constantly
n . If G has no source or no sink, the number of paths of length h in G is
again n by the claim (c). Now suppose that G has both a source u and a sink
v . Then, the number of paths going out from u of length h or the number of
paths coming into v of length h is not greater than n/2, because, if not, there
were two different paths from u to v of length 2/z, but this is impossible by
(d). If there are at most [n/2] paths from u (resp. into v) of length h , then
consider the graph G' obtained from G removing the vertex u (resp. v). By
the induction hypothesis, the number of paths of length h in G' is at most
n2/4 if n is even, and \(n - l)(n + 1) if n is odd. Since the paths in G' of
length h together with the paths of length h starting from (resp. ending with)
the removed vertex form the set of paths of length h in G, we get the desired
bound for the number of paths in G.
In the following example we see that the bound in Theorem 1 is attained,
and thus our result is sharp.

Example 1. Let n be a positive integer. Set d = n/2 + 1 if n is even, and

d = (n + l)/2 if n is odd. Let X = {xx, x2,...,
K(X) generated by

xf} and 7 be the ideal of

{xxXj\i = 2, ... , d}U {xtxx\i = d + 1, ... , n]

U {x,xfXj\i, j = 2, ... , d; k = 0,... , n —2}.
Let A = K(X)/I. Then the graph G = G„+x(A) is given as in Figure 1. Easily
we can check that aA = n and
a

!A

iw

aA+h = (d-l)(n-d)

jv

\\n(n

+ 2)

+n= \ \
[ \(n +1)1

if n is even,

.
if n is odd

for h > 1.

o

*1

X2X"X-^

X</X[

*'+■_^Xnx-XXd+x

■*"

Xj

Figure 1
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Corollary 1. For a finitely generated algebra A over K, the following statements
are equivalent.

(1) GKdim^<

1.

(2) aA < n for some n .

(3) For some n, every connected component of Gn(A) has at most one cycle.

(4) GKdim An < 1 for some n.
Proof. (1) =>•(2) If aA > n for all n , then dA(n) > \n(n - 1). This implies

GKdim A >2.
(2) => (3) By the proof of Theorem 1.
(3) =*•(4) By Lemma 2.
(4) =*•(1) Clear because GKdim A < GKdim A„.
Corollary 2. For a finitely generated algebra A over K, the following statements
are equivalent.

(1) GKdim^ = 1.
(2) For all sufficiently large n, every connected component of G„(A) has at
most one cycle and at least one component has one cycle.

(3) GKdim An = 1 for all sufficientlylarge n.
In Corollary 1(2) above n cannot be replaced by n + 1 as the following
example shows.

Example 2. Let X = {x, y} and 7 be the ideal of K(X) generated by {yx'y\

i = 0, 1, 2,...,

n - 1}. Let A = K(X)/I.

Then aA = n+1

and the graph

G = Gn+X(A) is given as in Figure 2. Since G has overlapping cycles, the
growth of A = An+l is exponential.
In view of the equivalence of Corollary 2( 1), (3), it is an interesting question
whether for any natural number k the following two statements are equivalent:

(i) GKdim A< k,
(ii) GKdim A„ <k for some n .
Since GKdim A < GKdim A„ , (ii) implies (i). The next example shows the
converse is not true if k > 2.

X

o
x"
yx"~x

xn~xy

X

X

xyxn~2

x"~2yx

Figure 2
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Example 3. Let X = {x, y} and 7 be the ideal of K(X) generated by
{yxly\i = 0,1,2,...}.
Let A = K(X)/I. Then MA = {xi, xlyxi\i,j = 0,
1,2,...}
forms a base of A, and GKdim A = 2. However, A„ has the
exponential growth for every n > 1 (recall Example 2).
In general, the growths of A„'s do not strictly dominate the growth of A as
seen in the following examples. Therefore, the equivalence of Corollary 2(1),
(3) is a very special phenomenon in case of GK-dimension one.

Example 4. Let X = {x, y} and 7 be the ideal of K(X) generated by
{xy2, x2y} U {y2(xyyx2\i = 0, 1,2,...}.
Let A = K(X)/I. Then GKdim^
= 2, but GKdimi^, = 3 for all n > 3 .
Example 5. Let e be any real number such that 0 < e < j , and let A be the
algebra with Super- GKdim A = e given by Borho-Kraft [4, 2.16]. Then An
has exponential growth, that is, Super-GKdim A„ = 1 for all n .
3. Monomial algebras
If GKdim A = 1, then the sequence {aA} is bounded, but its behavior is
zigzag in general.

Example 6. Let X = {x,y} and 7 be the ideal of K(X) generated by {}>x2'+1j;|
/' = 0, 1, 2, ...} U {xyx, xyy, yyx, yyy} . Let A = K(X)/I. Then MA =
{l,x, y}U{x', x'-xy,yx'-x\i = 2,3, ...}u{yx2iy\i = 0, 1,2,...}
is a base
of A. Thus
ao = 1,

c*i = 2,

and for i > 3
(4

if i is even,

\ 3 if i is odd.
In the following we show that we can 'regularize' a monomial algebra A of

GKdim = 1 by dividing it by some nilpotent ideal.
Theorem 2. Let A = K(X)/I be a finitely generated monomial algebra over K
with GKdim A = 1. Then there exists a nilpotent ideal J of A generated by
monomials such that GKdim A/J = 1 and the sequence {a„ } satisfies the
following property. There is a positive integer N such that af' < a^, for

1= 0,... , TV- 1 and aAN^n=aAJJfor all h>0.
Proof. By Corollary 2, there exists n > 0 such that every connected component
of C = Gn+X(A) has at most one cycle and some connected component has a

cycle. Let C\, ... , Ck be all the simple cycles of G, and let vx, ... , vk be
the corresponding words. Since C, are simple, t>, are primitive; that is, Vj
are not powers of their proper subwords. Among the words v,■,let Vx, ... , v^
(1 < ko < k) be not nilpotent in A . Since a sufficiently long word which is not
zero in A is the word of a path which passes through some C, (1 < i < ko)
sufficiently many times, there is an integer L such that any word tu which is
not zero in A contains the power vf of some u, (1 < / < ko) as a subword
for p with \vp| > \w\- L. Let A7/ (1 < j < ko) be the set of subwords of
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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length i > 0 of the powers vp , p = 1, 2, 3,..., and set Nj = \J^°=lNJ and
N = (J~0 Ni. It is easily seen that |7V/|< |7V/+1|< \vj\ and

l = |Abl<|M|<"-<|Ai|

= |/V/+i|= -" -

where / = maxi<;<^ \Vj\.

Now let J be the ideal of A generated by MA- N. Then clearly MA/J = A,
for i > 0 so that af/J = |A,| and GKdim A/J = 1. Let x be in Jq,
where q is sufficiently large. Suppose x is not zero and c • v with c £ K and
v £ I* is its nonzero term. By the remark mentioned above, some word of
MA - N which is contained in v as a subword must be a subword of some vf
(1 < i < ko). But this is impossible because N contains all the subwords of
vp. This contradiction shows that x = 0 and / is nilpotent, completing the
proof.

In Theorem 2, we cannot drop the assumption that A is a monomial algebra.
In fact we have

Example 7. Let X = {x, y} and 7 be the ideal of K(X) generated by {x x2,xy,yx}.
Let A = K(X)/I.
Then MA = {1, x, y, y2, y3, ...} and
qo = 1, ctx = 2, a, = 1 for i > 1. Thus in order to regularize {a,}, we must
divide A by J = (x). But J is not nilpotent in A.
In view of Theorem 2 it is natural to ask: If GKdim A/J = 1 for some

nilpotent ideal J , then does GKdim A = 1 ? If A is finitely presented, that is,
7 is generated by a finite number of monomials, the answer is affirmative.

Theorem 3. Let A = K(X)/I

be a finitely presented monomial algebra. If J is

a nil ideal of A and GKdimA/J = 1, then GKdimA = 1.
Proof. Assume on the contrary that GKdim A > 1. Then by Corollary 1 to
Theorem 1, one connected component of Gn(A) has at least two cycles for any
n > 1. Since 7 is a finitely generated monomial ideal, A = An for sufficiently
large n . By assumption G„0(A/J) has no two cycles which are connected for
some sufficiently large «o • Hence some vertex v of a cycle of Gno(A) is not a
vertex of G„0(A/J). This implies that v is a linear combination of words tu

such that tu < v in A/J . That is, v —fT,ajW, £ J in A for some a, e K and
Wi < v . Since v - Y^aiwi is nilpotent, vp is a linear combination of words
tu such that w < vp in A for some p > 0. Since A is a monomial algebra,
it follows that vp = 0 in A ; but this is impossible because v is a vertex of a
cycle in G„0(A).
The following example shows that we cannot drop the assumption that A is
finitely presented in Theorem 3.

Example 8. Let X = {x, y} and 7 be the ideal of K(X) generated by {yx'y\
l' = 0, 1,2,...}.
Let A = K(X)/I and let J be the ideal of A generated by
y (mod 7). Then J2 = 0 and GKdim A/J = 1 since A/J = K[x]; however,
we have GKdim A = 2 (Example 3).
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